
 
 
 

E-Commerce Manager 
 
What is Flowfold? 
We launched Flowfold in 2010 to make everyday gear that is lighter, stronger, and lasts 
longer. Over the years we explored new materials and product designs, and we grew 
our team. We started with one wallet, and expanded to bags, backpacks, totes, 
pouches, and even dog gear. In 2020, we began manufacturing something we would 
never have hoped for but are immensely proud to make—safety face masks and 
shields. Through everything, our foundational principles have endured. Flowfold means: 
sustainable and durable materials, quality craftsmanship, and making all our products in 
the USA.  
Whether we’re sewing lightweight wallets from recycled sailcloth or making protective 
face shields for hospitals in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, our mission remains 
the same—to make quality products that improve the everyday lives of the individuals 
and communities who use them. 
 
Overview 
Are you as excited by revenue numbers as you are about customer experience? Do you 
shop online and find yourself critiquing a website’s navigation while obsessively 
following the latest in e-commerce technology? Do you geek out on email marketing 
metrics and website analytics? Then we want to hear from you!  
Here are the must-haves in this role: 

● Understanding of omni-channel product sales and marketing 
● Enthusiasm for e-commerce, website design/functionality, and internet 

technologies 
● Curiosity and ability to think and strategize independently (we cannot overstate 

this!) 
● Proactive, competitive drive 
● Superior attention to detail  
● Project management prowess 
● Flexibility and positive attitude 

 
E-Commerce Manager Role 
Flowfold’s new e-commerce manager (ECM) is a highly-visible and central position for 
the company. You will be responsible for overseeing our website(s) and their 
optimization, as well as supporting our omni-channel e-commerce sales via Faire.com, 
Etsy, and Amazon.com. The ECM will work with multiple teams at Flowfold, serving as a 
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liaison among the various functions that feed into and support the company’s sales, 
especially the operations, product, marketing, and customer service teams. 

● Manage all Flowfold online sales via direct-to-consumer and 
business-to-business websites and via Amazon—from product launches to 
merchandising (categorizing, optimizing, etc.) to reporting on and analyzing 
website metrics and sales.  

● Help define sales and marketing goals, measuring and reporting performance to 
stakeholders and adjusting priorities accordingly.  

● Maintain product catalog across multiple channels/websites—executing product 
launches, updates and regular review and maintenance in response to 
ever-evolving selection. 

● Manage product data feeds to various online marketplaces and advertising 
channels (affiliate network, Google Merchant Center, Facebook, etc.).  

● Own and oversee Flowfold’s annual marketing calendar—planning regular 
customer communications, product launches, and seasonal marketing 
campaigns  

● Concept, design, and execute regular email marketing campaigns and 
automations—from campaign strategy, to design using Canva or Photoshop, and 
execution/HTML skinning using Klaviyo. 

● Complete site updates across Shopify websites, Amazon Seller Central, Faire 
and Etsy. 

● Coordinate and oversee front- and back-end website improvements to positively 
impact customer experience, sales, and/or functionality.  

● Collect, measure and report monthly on website behavioral data—may include 
heat-mapping, user-interface testing, and analysis on Google Analytics data. 

Requirements: 
● Bachelor’s degree.  
● 2-plus years of experience in e-commerce, e-commerce sales/operations, 

website management, or site analytics role.  
● 1-plus years of experience in selling/marketing on Amazon.com or other online 

marketplace. 
● Experience with Shopify preferred—and bonus points if you’re trained on Klaviyo, 

too! 
● Basic HTML, CSS, and web development know-how required. 
● Strong analytic skills as well as the ability to develop reports and perform 

metrics-driven decision making. VERY KEEN attention to detail (we cannot 
overstate this!). 
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● Experience/understanding of SEO strategy including search-engine optimization 
and keyword research.  

● Independent, self-starter with a competitive drive. 
 

If you’re interested, please peruse our website at Flowfold.com. Send your cover letter 
and highlight why you want to work with us, your desired salary range and resume to: 
info@flowfold.com with subject line E-Commerce Manager. Must be willing to relocate 
to Gorham, Maine. Position is full-time and includes benefits.  
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